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Phrases and Clauses 
Track 17 

Verse 1 
Now let me tell you  
A little something about a phrase 
You might not have noticed 
But we use them everyday 
A phrase is a collection of words 
With nouns and verbs  
But no subject doing a verb 
For example, “smashing into a car” 
“Because he is bizarre” 
“Leaving behind the dog”  
“After the devastation” 
“Between now and waiting” 
All of these examples  
Are what I mean by phrases 
We got nouns like car and dog 
But in none of these phrases 
Is a noun functioning as a subject  
Doing a verb, ya heard? 
To remember that  
Rewind this and rehearse the words, uh 
Another thing to remember is  
A phrase either lacks  
A subject or a predicate  
Or both 
The predicate provides information 
About the subject  
And this was a verse on phrases 
 
Chorus  
Phrases ya heard are a group of words 
That do not have a subject doing a verb 
And then clauses have a subject 
Actively doing a verb 
Word? word 

(Repeat) 
 
Verse 2 
Now a clause  
Has a subject and a predicate 
And clauses can be  
Independent or dependent 
So in clauses there are subjects 
Actively doing a verb 
Pay attention to these words 
For example 
“Since she laughs at tall men” 
“When the saints go marching in” 
“Because he smiled at her friend” 
These are nouns that are subjects 
Attached to a predicate verb 
“She laughs”  
“Saints go marching”  
“He smiled” 
Yeah, now you’re getting the style 
Now if a clause can stand  
On its own in a sentence 
This is how we know  
That the clause is independent 
“She laughs at tall men” 
See it’s independent  
If we take away the “since” 
But with the word “since” 
In the beginning it’s dependent 
Phrases and clauses  
I hope that makes sense, man 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
Ok, just to be clear…  

 


